
CHRISTMAS BELLS
Don’t let the curved piecing intimidate you.

The curves are gentle and will lay in nicely

making this block much easier to piece than

it may look.

For this block you will need a background fabric, four

different fabrics for the bells, and another fabric for the

bell ringers and center square. Using the templates

included in this pattern cut out four Bell sections.

From background fabric cut our four Arc sections. Also cut four pieces 1-1/4” x 1-3/4”, four pieces 1-3/4” x

2.5”, and four 2-7/8” squares cut once on the diagonal.

From bell ringer fabric (gold in example), cut four 1-1/4” squares and one 1-1/2” square for center of block.

Sew a gold square to the 1-1/4” x 1-3/4” background rectangle. Press seam towards square.

Next stitch 1-3/4” x 2.5” piece to left of section just made. Press towards piece just

added.

Using the background triangles, stitch two to the section previously made aligning as

shown in the image at left. Press seam allowance towards triangles. Make 4.

Next stitch an Arc section to each side of one Bell, having the Bell

section on top while stitching. Press seam allowance toward Bell.

Repeat with the Bell opposite the one you just added Arcs to in your

block layout, adding Arcs to each side of the opposite Bell.

In the block image above – it would be tan and red Bells that

get the Arcs attached to them.



Stitch the remaining square (1-1/2”) between the last two Bell pieces. Press seams away from center.

Next stitch Arc sections to both sides of center Bell section.

Press seam allowance towards Bells and then add corner

bell ringer pieced sections to each Bell and press seam

allowance towards Bell.

Your block should measure 12.5” square.

See you next month!

Susan
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